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THE CLIENT: SIMPLY NUC
Formed in 2015 and headquartered in Round Rock, Texas, Simply NUC, Inc. is a global
systems integrator that provides fully configured, warrantied, and supported mini PC
systems to businesses and consumers.

THE CHALLENGES: ESTABLISH SIMPLY NUC AS A THOUGHT
LEADER IN THE MINI PC SPACE AND ATTRACT MORE LEADS

AT A GLANCE

White papers are a vital marketing tool, as 71% of B2B technology buyers read
them when they research new products and services. 1

The Challenge

Simply NUC, a leading provider of mini computers, wanted to create their first
white paper to engage both existing customers and interested prospects. The
company’s Sales and Marketing teams had built a library of one-pagers that
summarized their products’ key selling points. They would give this information
to leads who wanted to learn more about their offerings. However, Simply NUC
lacked long-form educational content that dived deep into how their products
help businesses boost efficiencies with industry-specific use cases and statistics.

Simply NUC needed long form,
educational content to position the
company as a thought leader in the
mini PC space and attract new leads.

“We wanted to create our first white paper to establish Simply NUC as a
thought leader within the mini PC computing industry and, ultimately, attract
more leads,” said Kaitlin DeBarros, Product Launch Manager at Simply NUC.
“A white paper that outlines the benefits of using Intel NUCs for business
would help us communicate our value proposition and show customers how
they could use our products to solve their computing challenges.”

The Solution
Fresh Perspective Copywriting
provided a white paper and
supporting content that shows the
value of Simply NUC’s products.

But to achieve these goals, Kaitlin knew that she needed help.
White papers are complex projects with many moving parts. It’s challenging to
get a white paper off the ground, especially for small marketing teams with long
“to-do” lists and not enough time or resources to get everything done.

“Our marketing team is adaptable and nimble, but we didn’t have an in-house
copywriter and couldn’t allocate the necessary resources to write, design, and
publish a professional white paper,” said Kaitlin.
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The Results
The new white paper is helping
Simply NUC engage both current and
prospective customers.

THE SOLUTION: A TURNKEY WHITE PAPER
PACKAGE THAT HELPS SIMPLY NUC GET THE
WORD OUT QUICKLY
Kaitlin reached out to several copywriters and decided to work
with Rachel Foster at Fresh Perspective Copywriting.

“We moved forward with Rachel because of her previous white
paper writing experience, professionalism, and responsiveness,”
said Kaitlin. “Rachel was extremely proactive with sending over
writing samples, answering my questions, and communicating
about the project. She sought to fully understand our goals for
the white paper and the project scope.”
Since Rachel specializes in writing white papers for B2B technology companies, she had a solid process that enabled her to
meet Simply NUC’s project goals and timeframe. She offers turnkey packages that include a fully designed white paper and
supporting content to promote it. Kaitlin chose Rachel’s White Paper Plus package, which included copy, design, a landing page
that encourages leads to opt-in for the white paper, and a one-page summary that Simply NUC’s sales team can use to convey
the document’s key messages to prospects.
Rachel started by providing a creative brief that helped the Simply NUC team get clear on the white paper’s audience and key
messages. Then, she interviewed Simply NUC’s subject matter experts to gain valuable insights for the white paper.
Once the interviews were complete, Rachel pulled together all her research and created an outline of the white paper. Rachel is
a big believer in outlines, as they show her clients what topics she plans to cover in the white paper before she writes a draft.
Getting an outline approved beforehand ensures that everyone is on the same page and can save weeks’ worth of frustrating
revisions.
Once Kaitlin’s team approved the outline, Rachel took five business days to write a draft. After a few minor edits, the white
paper was ready for design. Rachel’s designer, Ashley Nathan, incorporated Simply NUC’s logo and images to make the final
white paper consistent with the company’s brand.

“As we ironed out the final details of the white paper, Rachel was extremely helpful with responding to questions
immediately and making edits as she received requests,” said Kaitlin. “It was great to work with someone professional,
efficient, and committed to the project.”

THE RESULTS: A NEW WHITE PAPER HELPS SIMPLY NUC ATTRACT AND ENGAGE LEADS
Simply NUC’s new white paper is already playing a key role in the company’s sales and marketing strategies.
Here is how Simply NUC uses the white paper to engage customers:

A landing page for
the white paper
helps Simply NUC
generate leads

Sales reps share the
white paper and onepage summary with
prospects to educate
them about Simply
NUC’s products

The white paper is an
excellent resource to
include as a followup in lead generation
campaigns

Simply NUC’s marketing
team promotes the
white paper across
the company’s social
channels and global
email newsletters

The white paper
serves as an
evergreen piece of
content that Simply
NUC can leverage
for the long term

“The new white paper has allowed us to position ourselves as thought leadersr within the mini-PC computing industry,” said
Kaitlin. “As more people read the white paper, it will set us apart from our competitors, drive quality website traffic, and
generate new business.”
Kaitlin also received very positive feedback internally. Simply NUC’s sales team appreciates having professional content they can
share with current customers and interested prospects.
In the future, Kaitlin would like to work with Rachel to expand Simply NUC’s white paper library.

“I would recommend Rachel to other B2B technology marketers who want to make white papers a key part of their
marketing strategy,” said Kaitlin. “She is organized, highly skilled, and committed to creating a professional white paper in a
timely manner.”

KAITLIN’S TOP 3 TIPS ON CREATING A SUCCESSFUL WHITE PAPER
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Plan ahead
Your copywriter should guide you through the white paper process. However,
organizing your internal brand copy, product value propositions, buyer
personas, and creative assets (e.g., logos, lifestyle photography, brand colors)
will make creating a white paper a much quicker process. Proactively gathering
important information will help you complete the project efficiently.
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Do your due diligence when selecting a copywriter
Kaitlin advises other B2B tech marketers who want to publish a white paper to
explore different copywriters and ask for writing samples. Even if the samples
don’t match your industry or audience exactly, they will give you a solid idea of a copywriter’s style.
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Measure your success
Track metrics such as landing page views and white paper downloads. You can also ask your sales team to provide
feedback on if the white paper is helping them engage leads and convert them into customers.

WANT SIMILAR RESULTS?
Our done-for-you white paper packages
will give you the powerful content you
need to educate prospects and turn them
into customers.

CHECK OUT OUR WHITE PAPER PACKAGES

